
Southeastern Synod Budget and Finance Committee 

May 11, 2021 Report 

 

The Budget and Finance Committee met on May 11, 2021, by Zoom to review the year-to-

date financial statements, assess the Synod’s current fiscal situation, and make any necessary 

recommendations for Synod Council consideration.  

Since only one quarter of fiscal ’21-’22 has elapsed, it’s too early to identify any trends in 

revenue or expenses for the year. The committee will continue to watch the monthly statements, 

and meet again before the September Synod Council meeting to update our assessment. 

At this early point in the year, the committee is cautiously optimistic. 

Optimistic, because the cash balance in the operating fund is more than $435,000. (In 

February 2020 it was $155,000) This increase came about for four reasons, two of which were 

directly related to the pandemic. Expenses for the past fourteen months have been lower than 

budgeted, and revenue was supplemented by our $135,000 Payroll Protection Plan loan. A third 

factor in increasing our cash balance was the generous early response to the Abundance Appeal, 

which has gathered $108,000 so far. Fourthly, the reduction of our churchwide mission support 

contributions from 50% of our mission support income to 43% has saved us a little more than 

$35,000 so far this year. 

Along with the increase in the operating fund, our endowment funds and other investments 

have performed very well lately, and have earned impressive returns this year. 

Cautious, because our combined mission support and Abundance Appeal revenue for the 

year are lower than our budgeted amount and lower than previous years’ mission support. After a 

strong initial response ($95,000 by the end of last fiscal year), Abundance Appeal donations have 

totaled only $12,000 through the first quarter of this year. If that trend continues, the Appeal will 

have a hard time reaching its goal of $225,000. Undesignated mission support contributions are 

well below previous year’s amounts. Our short-term and one-time cash inflows have given us an 

operating surplus for now, but the long range financial outlook hasn’t improved much.  

Since our operating fund has a historically high balance, the committee doesn’t recommend 

any changes to the current year spending plan or the proposed 2022-’23 spending plan. We 

encourage the Synod Council to continue the Abundance Appeal, with the two-fold goal of 

garnering immediate donations and cultivating a stronger commitment to ongoing mission 

support.  

Andrew Gipner (Madison, AL) has resigned from the committee, leaving two vacancies that 

we are trying to fill.  

 

Pastor John Rossing 

Committee chair 


